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Abstract-This work proposes a three-dimensional (3D) ref
erence model for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) base 
station to relay station (BS2RS) Rician fading channels. First, 
the new stochastic reference model, based on the geometrical 
one-sphere model, is obtained under the assumption that both 
base station and relay station are stationary while an infinite 
number of local scatterers around the RS move in random 
directions. Then, the closed-form spatial and temporal corre
lation functions between each two sub-channels are derived 
in the 3D non-isotropic scattering environment, and a detailed 
discussion is also made to demonstrate their properties. Fi
nally, we find that our proposed channel model can cover 
several communication scenarios (e.g., fixed-ta-mobile (F2M) 
and fixed-ta-fixed (F2F) scenarios, etc.), and make a detailed 
simulation to illustrate the property of our proposed model. 

Index Tenns-MIMO, Rician fading, closed-form, 3D non

isotropic scattering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Relay architectures have been identified as a key tool of 
the 4G wireless cellular communication networks in pro
viding robustness against channel variations, extending 
the coverage, and improving energy efficiency [1]. The 
relevant definition and channel modelling of the relay 
station (RS) have been introduced in release 9 of the 3GPP 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) standards [2]. However, this 
channel model does not take the temporal variations into 
account when both the BS and RS are stationary. It is 
in [3] pointing out that the channel temporal variations 
can be caused by scatterers motion in a fixed wireless 
channel and undoubtedly, the variations will be further 
enhanced in high-frequency communications. Therefore, 
accurate channel models, which sufficiently approximate 
the temporal and spatial correlation properties of fixed 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) BS2RS channels, 
are really required. 

In a typical macrocell, the BS is elevated and receives 
the signal within a narrow beam-width, whereas the 
receiver is surrounded by local scatterers. MIMO channel 
modelling of this typical macrocell environment has been 
investigated for such a long time. Among them, one of the 
most popular channel models is the geometrical channel 
model with a ring of scatters around the receiver or 
around the transmitter [4]. It has been extended in [5] 
and [6], where a rich isotropic distribution of scatters is 
assumed around the mobile station (MS) and wideband 
MIMO channel models are proposed. Other models, such 
as two-ring models and ellipse models [7] [8], have also 
been proposed to model the special shape of scattering 
region. A multiple-ring cooperative MIMO channel model 
was proposed [9] and the BS2RS link spatial correlation 

are numerically analyzed. In [10], a three-dimension (3D) 
two-sphere model was proposed for the case where s
cattered waves may not necessarily travel horizontally 
and the authors in [11] developed a 3D macrocell mod
el to jointly analy ze the spatial and temporal domain. 
Additionally, in [12] the authors analyzed the space-time 
correlated function of 3D mobile relay fading channels. 

The use of MIMO radio channels is an effective means to 
profit from the temporal and spatial diversity. Therefore, 
ignoring the variation of Doppler shifts in the fixed MIMO 
relay networks makes no sense. For fixed wireless commu
nication applications, the received signals still experience 
Doppler shifts even if the subscriber and the transmitter 
are stationary [13]. This phenomenon was studied in [14], 
where time variations arose from mobile scatterers, e.g., 
wind-blown foliage, pedestrians and vehicles, and a cor
responding channel model was proposed. Then, a further 
study of different speed scattering model is proposed in 
[3]. To the best of our knowledge, the effects of moving 
scatterers in MIMO relay channel modeling have NOT 
been investigated, which motivates us to make a further 
research on this topic, and publish our work. 

The main contribution of our work can be summarized 
as follows: 

• proposing a new 3D channel model for the fixed 
BS2RS channels based on the one-sphere model 

• deriving closed-form spatial and temporal cross
correlation functions (CCF) for 3D non-isotropic scat
tering environment 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 
TI, sy stem geometries are described briefly and the com
plex channel gains associate with the new 3D reference 
models are presented. Section ill presents the derivation 
of the closed-form space-time correlation function for 3D 
non-isotropic scattering. In Section IV, simulation results 
are made and discussed in detail. Finally, Section V con
cludes the paper. 

II. THREE-DIMENSION REFERENCE MODEL FOR MIMO 
RELAY CHANNELS 

This paper, for ease of analysis, considers a narrowband 
MIMO relay communication sy stem with NT transmit and 
N R receive omnidirectional antenna elements. The radio 
propagation environment between the the transmitter Tx 
(Le., BS) and the receiver Rx (Le., RS) is characterized 
by 3D non-isotropic scattering with both Line-Of-Sight 
(LOS) and None Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) conditions. Fig. 
1 illustrates our model with N R = NT = 2 antenna 
elements where local scatterers of the RS are modeled 
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Fig. 1. The proposed three-dimensional local scatter model for R", in 
condition of 2 x 2 MIMO channel. 

on the surface of a sphere of radius R. In fact, the main 
difference between our proposed model and the other 
existing models [10]-[12] lies in the consideration of both 
randomly moving scatterers, denoted by sn(n = 1,2, ... ), and 
the simplified assumption of single-bounce and direct rays due 
to the characteristics of relay links. Herein, 8T, 8R, CPn, 
(}n, CPs and (}s indicate the antenna element spacing at Tx, 
antenna element spacing at Rx, main Azimuth Angle of 
Arrival (AAOA) of the nth scatterer, main Elevation Angle 
of Arrival (EAOA) of the nth scatterer, auxiliary Azimuth 
Angle of Departure (AAOD), auxiliary Elevation Angle 
of Departure (EAOD), respectively. While f3T, f3R, (}T and 
() R denote the orientation of Tx with reference to x-axis, 
orientation of Rx with reference to x-axis, elevation of Tx 
with reference to the x-y plane, and the elevation of Tx 
with reference to the x-y plane, respectively. 

It is worth noting that the distance D is assumed much 
larger than the radius R, (i.e., R � D), and only local 
scatterers are considered in this paper due to the high 
path loss property of remote scatterers. 

Considering the scenario that single-bounce rays over 
Sn are received at Rx and LOS paths may exist between 
any pair of BS-RS antenna elements, the complex channel 
gain hlp(t) expressed in (1) is introduced to describe the 
time-variant property of the link between the pth transmit 
antenna element A� and the lth receive antenna element 
Ak, i.e., A� - Ak, in the frequency flat MIMO channel. 

hlp(t) = h�OS(t) + h�LOS(t) (1) 

where h�OS(t) and h�LOS(t) denote the complex channel 
gain with LOS propagation conditions and NLOS propa
gation conditions, respectively, and can be written by 

1 { ·2 } h�OS(t) = JKlp + 1 exp _J >.
7r dpl (2) 

where Klp is the Rice factor of the link A� to Ak, which 
is defined as the ratio of the LOS component power 
to the diffuse component power, and dpl denotes the 
distance between A� and Ak. Note that according to the 
statistical properties of the channel described above, the 
model reduces to a MIMO Rayleigh fading channel when 
Klp = 0. 

t, exp {jilin - j�7r (dpsn + dlsJ + j27rfnt } (3) 

where N is the number of scatterers and IlIn (n = 
1,2, ... ,N), associated phase shifts introduced by the 
scatterer Sn, is generally assumed a independent and 
identically distributed (Li.d) random variable with uni
form distributions over [0,27r] ,  while dpsn, dlsn' >. and 
f n represent the distance between A� and Sn, distance 
between Ak and Sn, wavelength and frequency caused 
by scatterers moving, respectively, and f n is expressed as 
the following 

fb-s + fr-s 
v � [cos (}n cos (an - CPn) + cos (}s cos (an - CPs)] (4) 

where fb-s and fr-s are the Doppler shift caused by 
scatterer motion with respect to the BS and to the RS, 
respectively. v denotes the velocity of Sn, and an repre
sents the moving direction of Sn distributed uniformly 
over [0,27r] .  

III. SPACE-TIME CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION O F  THE 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL REFERENCE MODEL 

In this section we will derive the space-time CCF of the 
complex channel gains described in (2) and (3). 

Considering two sub-channels A� - Ak and At - A"Jl, 
the normalized space-time CCF between them is defined 
by Plp,mq(T) = E [hlp(t)h�q(t + T)], where 0* denotes 
complex conjugate operation and E[·] is the statistical 
expectation operation. Interestingly, if we further define 

P���q(T) = E [h�OS(t)h��S*(t + T)] and p�;ZS(T) = 

E [h�LOS(t)h��OS*(t+T)]' then the normalized space

time CCF can be simplified as Plp,mq(T) = p�;ZS(T) + 
P���q(T) [15]. Moreover, the empirical observations of 
D » R » max {8R, 8T} justify the simple but useful 
approximate results for both p�;ZS(T) and P���q(T). In 
the following sections ill-A and ill-B, we will derive the 
accurate and approximate expressions for LOS and NLOS 
parts of the normalized space-time CCF. 

A. Cross-correlation Function of the NLOS Component 
Based on the properties of III n and equation (3), the 

space-time CCF between sub-channel gains h�LOS(t) and 
h��OS(t) can be rewritten as 

l iN 
pNLOS(8 T) - lim - � lp,mq , - J(Klp + 1)(Kmq + I) N-+ooN � 

exp { _j�7r (dpsn - dqsn + dlsn - dmsn) - j27rfnt} (5) 

where dqsn and dmsn denote the distance between At and 
Sn and the distance between A"Jl and Sn, while similarly, 
Kmq represents the Rice factor of the sub-channel At -A "Jl. 

For those large values of N, the discrete CPn and (}n 
can be replaced by continuous random variables cP and 
() with joint probability density function (PDF) p( cP, ()), 
while the discrete an can be replaced by a with the PDF 
p(a). Furthermore, assume that the azimuth and elevation 
angles are independent of each other, and then the joint 
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PDF peep, 0) can be decomposed to p(<p)p(O). Hence, (5) can 
be further reduced to the following integral form 

N LOS 6 1 1 r r { j27r Plp,mq ( ,T) = ../(Klp + 1)(Kmq + 1) a lo lcp 
exp - T . 

(dPsn - dqsn + dlSn - dmsn) - j27rfnt }p(<p)p(O)p(a)d<PdOda (6) 

For given peep) and p(O), (6) needs to be calculated nu
merically. According to the law of cosines in appropriate 
triangles and the assumption max{ 6T, 6 R} « R, we can 
obtain the following approximations 

dpsn - dqsn � 

-6�q [cos OT cos OS COS(f3T - CPs) + sin OT sin Os] (7) 

dlSn - dmsn � 

-6W [cos OR cos On COS(f3R - <Pn) + sinOR sinOn] (8) 

Furthermore, considering the fact that for many prac
tical cases of interest, the angle spread � = arcsin(R/ D) 
at the BS is generally small for macrocells in urban, most 
often less than 15° [16]. Based on the previous assumption 
D » R, we have DI � D and R/ DI � �. Together 
with sin x � x, cos x � 1 when x is small, the following 
approximations are obtained 

{ CPs � �cosOnsin<p n,Os � �sinOn 
(9) COS(f3T - CPs) � cos f3T + � sin f3T cos On sin <Pn 

Consequently, (6) can be rewritten as 

Here, 

PNLOS(6 T) � 1 lp,mq , � 

../(Klp + 1)(Kmq + 1) 

i 10 1 ej9p(<p)p(0)p(a)d<pdOda (10) 

e = 
2; (6�� + �6�q sin OT sin 0 + �6�� cos 0 sin <p ) 

27r61m 
+ -----t- [sin OR sin 0 + cos OR cos 0 cos(f3 R - <p)] 

27rVT 
- -A- [cos 0 cos(a - <p) + cos a] 

where 6�� = 6�q cos OT cos f3T, 6�q = 6�q cos OT sin f3T, 
.dm - Ji:lm 0 f3 d .dm - Afm 0 . f3 UR x - UR cos RCOS R, an UR y - UR cos RSln R· 

As mentioned before, the variable a is uniformly dis
tributed over [0, 27r) and is independent of <po Then, (10) 
can be further expressed as 

Here, 

NLOS(6 T) � 10 (�T) Plp,mq , 
� 10(K,)../(Klp + 1)(Kmq + 1) 

Ie 1 10 C2;7r T cos 0) einp(O)p(<p)d<pdO (11) 

n = 
2; (6�� + �6�q sin OT sin 0 + �6�� cos 0 sin <p ) 

27r61m 
+-----t- [sin OR sin 0 + cos OR cos 0 COS(f3R - <p)] 

Several different scatterer distributions, such as uni
form, Gaussian, and Laplacian, have been explored in 
prior works to characterize the azimuth variables <po In 
this paper, the von Mises PDF [17] is applied, because it 

approximates many of the previously mentioned distribu
tions and leads to closed-form solutions for many useful 
situations. The space-time CCF then can be given by 

L (j2V7r ) NLOS(6 T) � 0 ).. T Plp,mq , � 

10(K,)../ (Klp + 1)(Kmq + 1) 
Ie exp { j�7r 6�� } 10 ( ../ Z2 + w2 cos 0) 
10 C2;7r T cos 0) exp{j(sinO}p(O) dO 

(12) 

where z = :LE!. (�6pq + 61m) + Ksinu W = :LE!.61m + KCOSU 
).. Ty R y cos 0 ' ).. R x cos 0 ' 

( = 2; (�6�q sinOT + 6W sinOR), 10(K,) denotes the zeroth
order modified Bessel function, U E [-7r, 7r) accounts for 
the mean direction of AAOA in x - y plane and K, controls 
the spread of AAOA. 

In fact, since the LOS component is deterministic, the 
temporal auto-correlation function (ACF) only depends on 
the NLOS part. Therefore, the spatial and temporal varia
tions can be considered separately. By setting 6T = 6 R = 0 
in (12), the temporal ACF will be 

( ) J6(*7rT)J0(2�7rT) 
PAC F T = ----r�===.;::::;:::::;========'==7 ../(K1p + 1) (Kmq + 1) 

(13) 

(13) demonstrates that all scatterers move random
ly at exact speed v, which may be overly pessimistic. 
Actually, the speeds of the scatterers follow a certain 
distribution, e.g., p(vo), in real scenarios. Therefore, the 
ACF becomes a function of delay, namely PACF (T) = 
f J�(7r7"�)Jo(27r7"�) • 

J, � 
>. >. p(vo)dvo. More details could be found Vo (KII'+I)(Kmq+l) 

in [3 . 
In order to characterize the continuous random vari

ables 0, we assume that the elevation angle distribution 
function is a uniform distribution over [-7r /2, 7r /2] . Sub
stitution of T = 0 into (12), the spatial CCF can be written 
as 

� 
exp {i¥6��} 1� 

7rIo(K,)../(Klp + 1) (Kmq + 1) -� 

10 (../z2 + w2cosO) exp{j(sinO} dO(14) 

Moreover, apply the computing techniques described 
in [18](e.q. 6.688), then the closed-formed expression of 
spatial CCF can be finally given by 

where WI = 2; 6� - j K, cos U and ZI = 2; (�6R + 6k�) -
jK, sin u. 

B. Cross-correlation function of the LOS component 
The space-time CCF between hf;,°S(t) and h��S (t) in 

terms of LOS part is 

LOS ( ) Plp,mq T = 
KlpKmq { j27r ( )} 

(Kip + 1)(Kmq + 1) exp -T dip - dmq 
(16) 
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As shown in Fig.1, applying the law of cosines, then we 
can get 

(17) 

Since D » 8T and D » 8 R, the complex expression of 
dip - dmq can be simplified as 

dip - dmq � -(8�q 
cos (Jr cos (3T + 8km 

cos ()R cos (3R) 
� -(8�� + 8�) (18) 
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Finally, the space-time CCF in terms of LOS part can be 
expressed as 

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
't(s) 

LOS ( ) Plp,mq T = 
KlpKmq { j27r (8pq 81m) } (Kip + 1)(Kmq + 1) exp T Tx + Rx 

(19) 
To sum up, finally we obtain the closed-form CCF and 

ACF of our proposed 3D reference model. Deduced from 
our results, several existing F2M and F2F communications 
correlation functions can be obtained by simplifying our 
3D MIMO relay channel space-time CCF. For example, 
the fixed outdoor channel temporal correlation function 

J6(27r!maxT) in [14] can be obtained from (12) by setting 
Kip = Kmq = 0, 8T = 8 R = 0 and () = O. For 2D isotrop
ic scattering, the spatial correlation function for MIMO 
F2M channels Jo(27rdR/ >.) can be obtained from (14) with 
Kip = Kmq = 0, 8T = 0, /l, = 0, () = 0 and T = O. Similarly, 
for 2D distribution of scatterers «() = 0), our reference 
model reduces to F2F communication channel model [3]. 
Expressions for other temporal correlation functions based 
on one-ring model can also be simply obtained with (12). 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, simulation results have been made to 
illustrate the performance of our proposed 3D reference 
model. Herein, the angles of the BS and RS antenna array 
used to obtain the curves are (3T = 7r / 4, ()T = 7r /3, (3 R = 
7r/4, ()R = 7r/2 and the angle AAOA is assumed as u = 7r 
and /l, = 1.2. Furthermore, the identical maximum Doppler 
frequency, !max, is assumed as 10Hz and the wave length 
>. is set to 0.15m. In addition, the angle spread � at BS and 
the Rice factors are set to 0.1 and Kip = Kmq = 2.55 = 4dB, 
respectively. 

Fig. 2 shows the ACF of the channels in the presence of 
moving scatterers. For comparison, the black line marked 
with circles corresponds to the Jakes model. The blue line 
represents the time correlation when all reflectors move 
exactly at the speed Vmax = 1.5m/ s. The red-dash line 
shows a more complex case where the scatterers move 
with velocity distributed uniformly over [0, vmax]. Clearly, 
the ACF of the proposed model drops with time and is 
different from the conventional Jakes model. Moreover, it 
is overly pessimisitc to assume that all scatterers move at 
exact speed v and we can see the blue line has a more 
rapid envelope decorrelation than the red-dash line. 

Fig. 2. The temporal correlation of the channels for different models. 
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Fig. 3. The space correlation function of our proposed reference model. 

Fig. 3 investigates the space correlation function of 
the reference model. To illustrate the validity of the ap
proximate space correlation function in (IS), we compare 
it with the numerical results in (14). Fig. 4 shows the 
CCF discrepancy between (14) and (15). It is shown that 
there is still a relatively small discrepancy between the 
numerical results and the approximate results, however, 
this error shows a nearly equiripple behavior, where the 
maximum values are smaller than 0.08. More importantly, 
this discrepancy decreases with decreasing /l, and when 
/l, is zero, there would be no discrepancy anymore. In a 
word, the approximations have a good match with the 
numerical results and can be a reference in system design 
and performance analysis. 

In Fig. 5, we can see that the transmitter antenna 
correlation at the BS fall faster when the angle spread 
� is 10° than that when � is 5°. It is also can be seen 
that, the BS CCF obtained by our model has almost the 
same fluctuations comparing with the reference spatial 
CCF in [19], but our model has a smaller amplitude 
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Fig. 5. The temporal auto-correlation function for the channel model 
with Kzp = Kmq = O. 

of fluctation because of considering the elevation angle 
information. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper proposed a new theoretical 3D geometrical 
scattering reference model for multiple-input multiple
output (MIMO) base station to relay station (BS2RS) back
haul channels. Based on this geometrical model, both the 
closed-form spatial correlation function and the temporal 
correlation function between each two sub-channels for 
3D non-isotropic scattering have been derived in detail. 
Furthermore, theoretical analysis demonstrate that some 
other channel models, e.g., 20 F2M, 20 F2F, etc, can be 
obtained by simplifying our model. In addition, both the 
impact of moving scatterers on the Doppler shift and 
the effects of antenna spacing on spatial correlation are 
also discussed. Finally, simulation results demonstrate the 
good performance of our proposed reference model. 
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